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Also read: Know how to Hack Facebook account

Hello Friends, In this article we will share some tricks that can help you to hack wifi password using cmd. You can experiment these trick with your neighbors or friends. It’s not necessarily that this trick will work with every wifi because of upgraded hardware. But you can still try this crack with wifi having old modems or routers.

If you want to Increase your Internet speed over a shared Internet network, then head over here. You will find steps to use NetCut, a very popular and free cracking software used to cut Internet connection of users by ARP spoofing hack.

Its quite easy to crack if you follow our steps carefully. This trick will work with most of the wifi devices that has old hardware( modems and routers). For general knowledge, there are two types of wifi keys WEP and WPA. Both are explained below:

1: WEP: Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) is one of the widely used security key in wifi devices. It is also the oldest and most popular key and was added in 1999. WEP uses 128 bit and 256 bit encryption. With the help of this tutorial, you can easily get into 128 bit encryption and Hack WiFi password using CMD.

2: WAP and WAP2: Wi-Fi Protected Access is another version of WiFi encryption and was first used in 2003. It uses the 256 bit encryption model and is tough to hack. WAP2 is an updated version of WAP and was introduced in 2006. Since then it has replaced WAP and is now been used mostly in offices and colleges worldwide.

Below are some steps to hack wifi password using cmd. Follow them carefully and you might get one of your neighbors password.

What is DOS attack and how to Hack using DOS

Hacking a Wi-Fi device is not always easy. You have to be careful of so many steps. Otherwise, you might even get caught. For easy and secure hacking, one should use command prompt (cmd). Cmd is one of the most used features of Windows that gives you access to almost everything on a system. If used properly, you can even get inside other remote systems. To know more about cmd hacking check out our articles here.

Steps to Steal Wifi Data using Packet Sniffer
Steps to Hack Wifi password using cmd:

1: Open command prompt by going to start and click on run command or enter windows+r, then type cmd and hit Enter.

2: In command prompt window, type `netsh wlan show network mode=bssid`.
3: This command will show all the available WiFi network in your area

4: This is the last step. Just type:

```
netsh wlan connect name=(wifi name )
```

```
netsh wlan connect name=Mynet Sata1
```

and you will be connected to that WiFi network.

5: To disconnect it, type

```
netsh wlan disconnect
```

There are many other methods for exploiting a wifi to get its password. You can check them here. Also note that these tutorials are for educational purpose only.

**Know about the latest Stagefright Bug: Almost every Android Device is Vulnerable**

**Know How to Fix the most Common WiFi problems**

Want to know more about command prompt hacks, visit here. You can also browse our other easy hacking tutorials here. If you are still facing any problems, you can comment below. Like our Facebook page here. If this tutorial is not working, then head up here to know about WiFi penetration hacking using kali Linux.
Steps to Hack WiFi using Kali Linux (with Reaver)
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1. Dharmendra chaurasia
   
   June 2, 2015
   
   Whenever I try to do last step
   netsh wlan connect name=network name
   
   It will show “There is no profile network name assigned to the specified interface.

   View Comment

   Reply

   Mithun kumar chaurasia
   
   June 2, 2015
Hi,
Replace “network name” with the name of wi-fi network. (you will get the wifi name from 2nd step)
Ex if wifi connection name is Airtel1
then netsh wlan connect name=Airtel1.

Hi
I Did this But The Result Was Same.
It will show “There is no profile network name assigned to the specified interface.”

Only wo wifi connect hota hai jo use karte ho vani k us ka password installed ho

Can u tell me how to resolve last step
every time it shows “no profile (wifi name) assigned”
January 18, 2016

but still is not working bro..

View Comment

Reply

-o- amol patil

October 6, 2015

work only allready user. not other wi fi show

View Comment

Reply

-o- amol patil

October 6, 2015

nahi conect hota a. only user ke liye hai

View Comment

Reply

2- sartaj

June 23, 2015

getting error… there is no wireless interface on the system… but my wifi is on… how to solve this

View Comment
Reply

Mithun kumar chaurasia

June 24, 2015

It might be because of an conflicting driver in your system. Check your device drivers at device manager for a yellow exclamation sign.

View Comment

Reply

Ann

August 27, 2015

Hi,

How would I resolve the yellow exclamation sign on my device manager if I got the same error. Thanks.

View Comment

Reply

Mithun kumar chaurasia

August 27, 2015

Hi,

Open Device manager and then Right click on the device which has a yellow exclamation sign. Now click on “Scan for Hardware changes”. If this doesn’t work then click on “Update device driver” to update the software.

View Comment
3. **Umer**

July 21, 2015

when i try to last Steap

netsh wlan connect name=(WIFI Name)

It will show This Msg
“There is no profile “(Wifi Name)” assigned to the specified interface.

View Comment

Reply

4. **shubham**

July 26, 2015

the last step is not working
plz give alternate one to connect wifi

View Comment

Reply

5. **Sanooboy**
6. Ronny

September 19, 2015

how to hack facebook by using comment prompt??????

View Comment

Reply

7. deepak

September 21, 2015

I am trying to do all this wifi hacking test past three days with tools there is a key problem or download problem, with command promt i was unable to view the results..

netsh wlan show network mode=bssid

this command also not working with my laptop.

help me out of it.

ELLAGONI DEEPAK

View Comment

Reply

8. chandan

October 2, 2015

when i try the last Steap
netsh wlan connect name=(WIFI Name)

It showed This Msg
“There is no profile “(Wifi Name)” assigned to the specified interface
what shoud i do plz help !

View Comment

Reply

quire

October 20, 2015

you have to write the name of the wifi device not “WIFiname” there

View Comment

Reply

seun

October 9, 2015

thanks

View Comment

Reply

anukool

October 12, 2015

any software which hack wifi easily

View Comment

Reply
11. **shivam**  
October 12, 2015  
Whenever I try to do last step  
`netsh wlan connect name=network name`  
It will show “There is no profile network name assigned to the specified interface”  
View Comment  
Reply

12. **Ashutosh ojha**  
October 13, 2015  
when i type  
`netsh wlan connect name=ITI`  
then it shows  
“There is no profile “ITI” assigned to the specified interface.”  
View Comment  
Reply

13. **armaan shandilya**  
October 18, 2015  
not working at all showing error that “there is no profile assigned to this specific interface”  
View Comment  
Reply

14. **Rupendra**  
October 18, 2015
Get problem in step 3
plz help me …

View Comment

Reply

15. prakash kumar

October 21, 2015

Not warking koi aur trick hai?

View Comment

Reply

16. Ram

October 22, 2015

i am confused in last step

View Comment

Reply

17. Ram

October 22, 2015

i am confused in last step help me

View Comment

Reply

18. minju

November 10, 2015
the last step is not working

View Comment

Reply

19. **anonymus**

November 19, 2015

So easy stuff i cant see a problem there kids

View Comment

Reply

20. **dnc**

December 1, 2015

the last step don’t work
“netsh wlan show network mode=bssid” show only profiles wifi names
but not device wifi name. i am confuse too

View Comment

Reply

21. **kukku**

December 9, 2015

Hi….
Plz give me a working trick to get wifi passwords….
Plz
Plz
Plz

View Comment

Reply
22. Muskan

December 11, 2015

how can i hack wi fi password

View Comment

Reply

23. Mark

December 11, 2015

its not working for me it keep saying no profile assigned to the specific interface

View Comment

Reply

24. Stanly

December 12, 2015

What should i do, if the wifi name have space? Wifi name = big house
Netsh wlan connect name=big house
“There is no profile “big” assigned to the specified interface”

View Comment

Reply

25. Zain

December 12, 2015

The last step is not working plzzzzz help me....

View Comment
26. **billy**

December 13, 2015

This works but I try to connect but it says that there is no profile assigned to the specified interface.. please help me

View Comment

Reply

27. **VGcool**

December 13, 2015

It show =>
the syntax of the command is
NET
[ ACCOUNTS | COMPUTER | CONFIG | CONTINUE | FILE | GROUP | HELP |
HELPMSG | LOCALGROUP | PAUSE | SESSION | SHARE | START |
STATISTICS | STOP | TIME | USE | USER | VIEW ]

View Comment

Reply

28. **Malikul Mulki**
December 21, 2015

Thanks for helping out! i’ll try

View Comment

Reply

29. Johnrey Geraldino

December 23, 2015

Try this.. If it's not working
netsh wlan show profiles
then..copy the names. After that do the same at the bottom
Netsh wlan show profiles(then space)(then paste the name)(space)key=clear
(Then enter) it’s work in my lopstop now I can access all WiFi I want…

View Comment

Reply

30. rajesh patel

January 1, 2016

its showing in cmd that there is no profile such as wifi name i had writen.then what to do

View Comment

Reply

31. Milind

January 3, 2016

Not working. Works only for the networks which you have connected before

View Comment

Reply
32. jual cctv
   January 5, 2016
   toko unis menjual kabel jaringan dan proyektor CCTV
   View Comment
   Reply

33. J
   January 18, 2016
   it only work for the networks you have already connected
   View Comment
   Reply

34. niyazvpp
   January 18, 2016
   very good
   View Comment
   Reply

35. Nikhil
   January 26, 2016
   What is called “wifi name”…please explain
   View Comment
   Reply
36. Sakib  

January 29, 2016

Not working for WPA protected wifi

View Comment

Reply
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